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Clanking and shuddering, the elevator took an eternity to reach
elevator doors. “Does anyone ever inspect this thing?” asked Blake.
Blue grinned. “What do you think?”
standing or lounging in every available space. A young man in a white
dinner jacket stood behind a linen-covered table in the living room,
doling out wine and mixed drinks. In one corner, a half-dozen people
“Hello, Blue. Gonna introduce me to the newbie?” An intenseHe was dressed all in black except for an oversized pair of yellow, but-

than enthusiastic.
“Karl, my friend, do you understand about the progression?” asked

progression
how the mad, deep blues of the tormented stratum lay incubating for
sound was joined to the banjo-laden music of the hill folk, lifted by
the pounding pianos of the southern road houses and energized by
the twanging three-chord cowboy yodelers of the dusty west—infused,
ers of the British streets, twin aliens on a common quest…while of
course, soaring above it all—need I tell you?—forever before and forever after, was the indispensable back-lighting…the impossible brightness…of the throbbing West African beat.”
Pausing for breath, the man reached for a nearby glass and gulped
down its contents greedily.
“I swear he lifted it all from that blackboard diagram in School of

After Midnight
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Rock,” said Blue under his breath. He tried to ease Blake away, but
stand all this, young newcomer? Can your bourgeois brain wrap itself
around the magical vastness of this promised land?”
“Karl!” Stepping in between them was Stash, gin bottle in hand.
“Lance and I just had a lightbulb moment!” Lance looked over his shoulder, grinning maniacally. “When you come to our gig tomorrow night,

say you play?”
“Sure, a little rhythm.”
gers and doing a wobbly version of the twist. He wheeled abruptly and

reply, his vision suddenly went dark.
“Guess who?” Removing a pair of manicured hands from his eyes,
Blake turned to see Caroline. “Karl, you made it to my party!” she
squealed, throwing her arms around him. She hugged him tightly,
pressing her breasts and crotch against his body. “Come on, let me
show you around.”
-

in a full-body pink spandex leotard and matching heels.
“I see,” said the woman, raising a knowing eyebrow. “How sweet
you for a welcoming committee.”

“In your over-lubricated dreams,” Dee said calmly.
shirt walked over with a pair of Cosmopolitans and handed one to
conquest.”
mock disapproval.
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glasses.
rock and roll.”
“She means the Liverpudlians—but then, if I channeled a deriva-

pulled him closer. As he leaned in to speak, the smell of liquor on his
breath was overpowering.
multiple
my

way.”
“You did that night at the Marmont, love,” Nigel replied coolly.
“Screamed like a banshee, as I recall.”
“Shove it, jerk,” said Georgina. With a short, swift motion, she
Several partygoers glanced over at the quarreling pair, but no one
seemed especially perturbed. “Huck,” Caroline called. “Can you give
us a hand over here?”
“Alright, folks,” said a tall man with sideburns and a cowboy hat,
is way too much monkey business. Been hitting the Brandy Alexanders
again, Nigel? Say good night to all the nice people.”
tried to take a swing at the man, but Huck held him out of reach with
his long-armed grip as he steadily maneuvered Nigel toward the door
him.
lights abruptly dimmed and a spotlight on the ceiling clicked on, projecting a circle of light in the center of the room. Caroline stepped into

